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SOP FUNDING MODEL OVERVIEW
•

Research and Community Development Grants = 33%

•

Private Sector (Corporate Sustaining Members) = 33%

•

Cities and Counties (four county region) = 16.5%

•

State of Missouri (tax credits) = 16.5%

•

Note: Private Sector contributors and participating cities and counties
have made 3-year commitments.

•

Note: Awarded 2020 Neighborhood Assistance Program 50% state tax
credits (award covers 3 years).

MR. DORSEY NEWCOMB
SUSTAINABLE OZARKS PARTNERSHIP UPDATE

ESTABLISHMENT OF SOP
SOP was established in 2012 to formalize regional support for Fort Leonard Wood (FLW).
Concerned community members, leaders from businesses, local and regional
governments, state agencies, and civic organizations from the four counties (Laclede,
Phelps, Pulaski, and Texas) that surround FLW came together to create the SOP.
All of these key contributors were interested in having an organization that could represent
the region with one voice on issues that are vital to the long-term readiness and
sustainability of FLW.

WHAT MAKES SOP WORK
“We” are all part of SOP; everyone here today is part of the regional effort; facilitated by a small
staff
“Our” SOP Teammates include:
• Fort Leonard Wood
• Members of Missouri Congressional Delegation
• Members of State Legislature; Executive Branch
• Cities and county elected officials in four county region
• Missouri Military Advocate
• State’s DC based consultant; Kit Bond Strategies
• SOP Sustaining Members
• SOP’s DC based consultants

SUSTAINABLE OZARKS PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY
MISSION
… Foster the region’s
continuing commitment to
national defense

GAIN POSITIVE RECOGNITION FOR THE REGION

… Advocate for local and
regional developments
initiatives
… Coordinate and
facilitate growth of a
diverse , sustainable
economy for the region,
publicize regional
consensus while
respecting individual
interest of the members
… Function as the central
point of contact for regional
partners

STRENGTHEN THE REGION

STRENGTHEN FORT LEONARD WOOD

ENSURE THE VIABILITY OF THE
SUSTAINABLE OZARKS PARTNERSHIP

Sustainable Ozarks
Partnership Vision
…Regional communities,
governments, and
organizations, Fort
Leonard Wood, state and
federal enablers working
together as stakeholders
to make the region an
ever-better place to live,
work, and play, while
enabling Fort Leonard
Wood mission success
and advocating for mission
sustainment and growth.

SUSTAINABLE OZARKS PARTNERSHIP GOALS
Goal #1: Gain Positive Recognition for FLW / Region.
Achieve state and national recognition for the region as an excellent place for people to live, work, play and for
businesses to prosper and for Fort Leonard Wood (FLW) as a vital national military asset.
Goal #2: Strengthen the Region.
Be a catalyst for positive change for citizens, businesses, and governments throughout the region to improve the
quality of life, and grow a diverse, sustainable economy.
Goal #3: Strengthen Fort Leonard Wood.
Ensure that FLW continues to be an enduring installation, with opportunities to grow with expanding or new missions.
Goal #4: Ensure the Viability of SOP.
Improve Sustainable Ozarks Partnership efficiency and operational effectiveness so it can successfully support the
region and FLW

SOP ACCOMPLISHMENTS HIGHLIGHTED BY GOAL
Goal #1: Gain Positive Recognition for FLW / Region
• Created a regional QOL video to promote the 4-county region
• Established a centralized tourism website in collaboration with regional tourism professionals and FLW
• Developed a national marketing program to retain and recruit veterans & families and recruit new
businesses to the region
• Collaborated with Missouri Partnership in the state’s branding and marketing strategic planning
initiative; FLW region input provided by 50 participants during 3 separate focus group sessions held
locally

STATEWIDE MARKETING & BRANDING INITIATIVE
The Missouri Partnership, in collaboration
with 20 other organizations from across
the state, embarked on an important
initiative to better understand and improve
the state’s image and competitiveness as
a place for business, investment, talent,
and visitors. As part of this effort Missouri
Partnership and Sustainable Ozarks
Partnership worked together to effectively
capture input on behalf of the four-county
Fort Leonard Wood region.

MARKETING & BRANDING INITIATIVE – POLL RESULTS
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SOP ACCOMPLISHMENTS HIGHLIGHTED BY GOAL
Goal #2: Strengthen Fort Leonard Wood
• Advocated for this year’s incremental funding of the medical MILCON project for the new Army hospital
on FLW
• Advocated for recently enacted state legislation providing full professional license reciprocity for military
spouses
• Developed an initial plan to conduct a military spouse employment needs assessment survey
• Collaborated with cities and support organizations across the region to provide a range of activities in
different venues for nearly 300 FLW servicemembers held over during the 2019 Christmas and New
Years Holiday Block Leave period

SOP ACCOMPLISHMENTS HIGHLIGHTED BY GOAL
Goal #3: Strengthen the FLW Region
• Collaborated with WSRA board in securing federal and state funding resulting in new parallel taxiway
and other physical improvements at our joint use airport on FLW
• Conducted a deliberate strategic analysis of potential future opportunities for attracting additional DOD
missions and organizations; other federal agency missions and organizations and defense industry
investments to FLW and the FLW region
• Advocated for FLW & Community Leader COVID coordination meetings; local mass COVID testing
event and supported local Chamber COVID Safe and Smart Pledge program

SOP ACCOMPLISHMENTS HIGHLIGHTED BY GOAL
Goal #3: Strengthen the FLW Region
• Developed a preliminary workforce forecasting document that captures the skills, education and
experience levels of the nearly 600 servicemembers transitioning from FLW each year; to be used by
economic developers and other officials to create opportunities for transitioning servicemembers by
attracting new business investments in the region
• Collaborated with the RVI School District in submitting a military family QOL capital project proposal
under the Defense Community Infrastructure Program; received notification from DOD to proceed to full
application; 130 projects submitted nationally; 16 projects invited to apply for associated funding

SOP ACCOMPLISHMENTS HIGHLIGHTED BY GOAL
Goal #4: Ensure Viability of SOP
• Successfully recruited a new high-quality staff member to serve as our Deputy Director; CSM (Retired)
Don Payne
• Applied successfully for Neighborhood Assistance Program State Tax Credits; 50% credits to sold
over 3-year period
• Received funding through the state’s Missouri Military Community Reinvestment Program grant;
resources used to fund a portion of our ongoing strategic initiative
• Consistent engagement and communication with Sustaining Members; local, state and federal leaders
and stakeholders

MR. JOE DRISKILL,
MISSOURI MILITARY ADVOCATE & PRESIDENT
ASSOCIATION OF DEFENSE COMMUNITIES
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Sustainable Ozarks Partnership
Annual Meeting: Resilient and
Focused
Joe Driskill, President, ADC;
Missouri Military Advocate
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About ADC

3

What is a defense community?

ADC’s Issues
• Engage national leaders regarding the
importance of defense communities
• Sharing of best practices among members and
military + recognition of achievement
• Advocacy
•

Military family quality of life

•

Address racial inequality

•

Strengthen the Office of Economic
Adjustment (OEA)

•

Defense Communities Infrastructure
Program (DCIP)
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A New Way to Support Defense Infrastructure
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The Defense Community Infrastructure Program is a new nationwide
grant opportunity aimed at enhancing infrastructure in communities with
defense installations—support to the mission
• 130 proposals received asking for $700 million in DCIP funding
• 35 states, 3 territories and the District of Columbia
• SECDEF prioritized projects that address military family quality of
life
• 16 winners chosen, including the Waynesville R-VI School District
• Will provide $677,238, matched by a similar amount, to help fund and
Early Childhood Ed Center

Quality of Life Matters
•

Expect continued focus on Quality of Life measures
• Educational excellence
• Professional license reciprocity
• Spousal employment opportunities
• Jobs for those who transition out
• Housing
• Child Care

•

New Air Force report ranked communities on their level of
support for military child education and spouse employment –
Army may follow
• Knob Noster and Warrensburg Schools rated 2nd in
public education quality out of 154 bases
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National Meetings (Virtual, too)
• Installation Innovation Forum (IIF)
• San Antonio, February 2020
• Phoenix, February 2021
• National Summit, Washington, DC
• Missed June 2020
• June 14-16, 2021
• Regional forums
• National policy meetings in DC
• Summit Series
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Five topics. Five weeks. One Community.
• Secretary Esper, Under Secretary Lord, ASD for Sustainment Gillis, Air
Force Secretary Barrett, Senator Inhofe and Congressman Smith (SASC
and HASC Chairs), Senior Enlisted Leaders, and others TBD.
• Sessions
• “One Community” Town Hall with DoD Leadership, Thursday,
September 24 – 3 p.m.
• The Politics of Defense: An Insider’s Guide to Today’s Big Issues,
Thursday, October 1 – 3 p.m.
• At Risk: Military Family Readiness (and what we can do to support
it), Thursday, October 8 - 3 p.m.
• Protecting Your Defense Economy: What We Learned, What’s at
Risk? Thursday, October 15 – 3 p.m.
• Are You Ready for What’s Next? The Future of our National
Defense, Thursday, October 22 – 3 p.m. ET
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State of Missouri Efforts
•

Governor Parson’s directive – “Make Missouri the most
military friendly place in the nation”

•

Priority efforts
• Professional license reciprocity
• Spousal and transitioning service members
employment
• Support to schools
• Better way to connect those serving and their
families with what the state has to offer – Home
Base Iowa
• Aggressive advocacy here and in DC
• Go after new opportunities and defend against
reductions
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This is Worth Defending -- Military & Defense Spending is a
Big Piece of Missouri’s Economy
$18.2 Billion Annually (FY18)
• MO is #11 nationally in total defense
spending, #10 as a % of state GDP,
#9 spending per capita, and #7 in defense
contracts spending
• $29.2 Billion in economic impact or 9% of
state total
• Supports 180,000 jobs or 7% of MO total
workforce
• 43,520 Total Military Personnel
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MR. MIKE DUBOIS,
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE & INTERNATIONAL,
KIT BOND STRATEGIES

SUSTAINABLE OZARKS PARTNERSHIP ANNUAL MEETING
Missouri Military Sector Priorities and Report on Federal Initiatives
Mike DuBois
Director, Kit Bond Strategies

BRIEFING OUTLINE
• MMPEC, MMA, KBS and Baker Donelson
Mission Overview
• Report on Department of Defense (DoD)
Economic Impact on MO
• MO Defense/Military FY 21 Federal Priorities
• “Around the Horn Look” at Missouri Defense
& Military Initiatives
• Fort Leonard Wood Initiatives, Opportunities

MISSION
• Support the Missouri Military Advocate
and Missouri Military Preparedness and
Enhancement Commission MMPEC
• Direct Federal/DoD resources and
support to Missouri defense related jobs
• Provide DoD budget, planning and
strategic intel
• Shape and recommend policy and
legislation to support MO military
infrastructure and attracts new missions
(JOBS) to MO
• Leverage team’s national security
expertise and contacts in Washington,
DC to support MO and Fort Leonard
Wood region.

“Study of the
Economic Impacts of
Military Spending
and Operations in
Missouri”
Released:
Aug. 3, 2020

• Produced and submitted by KBS and Development
Strategies to Office of MMA and MMPEC
• Averaged out impact over FY 16, 17 & 18
• DoD and other military-support operations are significant
contributors to Missouri’s economy representing more than
six percent of total statewide employment.
• FY2018, direct military and support spending totaled $18.2
billion, which triggered a total direct and indirect output of
$29.2 billion and supported more than 180,000 direct and
indirect jobs.
• FY 16 Report $16.8B direct and $28.7B total indirect
economic activity for an increase in overall activity of
$1.4B
• Forecasting continued upward trend, data lag

FLW ECONOMIC IMPACT
• Data provided directly by FLW, special thanks
for collaboration
• FY2018, FLW had 12,100 direct jobs,
• 8200 military personnel, 3,900 civilians
• 80,000+ trainees annually, 11,000 trainees/day
• $1.2B in direct spending, indirect output of
$2.1B
• Factors/Impactors
• Major MILCON impact forthcoming

MO DEFENSE/MILITARY FY 21 FEDERAL PRIORITIES
• MO Defense Aerospace/Industrial Base
Boeing
• NGA and Geospatial Ecosystem
• Missouri National Guard
• 139th AW
• Fort Leonard Wood
• Whiteman AFB
• Lake City Army Ammunition Plant
• Kansas City National Nuclear Security
Agency
• Military Construction (MILCON)

FLW FEDERAL INITIATIVES
• GLWACH Hospital
• SASC/HASC-pending language re: Military Law
Enforcement Training
• Geospatial Mission Synergies
• Engineer School
• TRADOC Capabilities Manager, Geospatial
• Army Geospatial Center, Ft. Belvoir
• New missions
• MILCON
• GLWACH FY 21 $40M
• FLW AIT Barracks FY 22-26 FYDP Advocacy ~$65M
• End-strength impact on Army basic/AIT training

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION AND PARTNERSHIP!

MR. STEVE M. HYJEK,
SENIOR POLICY ADVISOR, BAKER DONELSON,
BEARMAN, CALDWELL, BERKOWITZ, PC

MISSOURI FEDERAL MILITARY ADVOCACY
UPDATE
SUSTAINABLE OZARKS PARTNERSHIP
AUGUST 20, 2020

BRIEFING OUTLINE
•

Budget politics & timing in CY 2020 for Fiscal Year 2021 funding legislation

•

COVID response impacts to FY 2022 Budgets – and beyond

•

Pentagon adjustments to the “new normal”

•

Announced European Force Adjustment

•

DHA Memo / GLWACH

•

Conclusions

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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BUDGET POLITICS & TIMING IN CY 2020 FOR
FISCAL YEAR 2021 FUNDING LEGISLATION
• Bipartisan Budget Agreement still holds for top line funding.
o Adjustments in FY 2021 could reflect adjustment for out-years.
o Whole new ballgame next year.
•

National Defense Authorization Act
o The Senate and the House passed their respective NDAAs in July
§ Senate:$750 billion bill / House: $740.5 billion bill
o Conferees will be named in September, but staff will likely begin work on conference before the end of August.
o Congress will try to finish the bill before the elections, the issue of renaming of military bases might prevent this from
occurring. House provisions on climate change and transgender policy also complicate negotiations.
o It is possible the NDAA might slip until after the elections.

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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BUDGET POLITICS & TIMING IN CY 2020 FOR
FISCAL YEAR 2021 FUNDING LEGISLATION CONT.
•

Appropriations
o House of Representatives:
§ That House has passed two minibus’ for appropriations. The first included Military Construction and Veterans Affairs, the
second included the Defense bill.
o Senate:
§ The Senate has not passed any appropriations measure yet outside of subcommittee.
§ It is possible that the Senate will not take up appropriations bills until after the election depending on the need for a
Continuing Resolution.

•

Continuing Resolution
o Anticipated Courses of Action
o Has been discussed as an addition to a COVID stimulus deal

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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COVID RESPONSE DEFICIT / IMPACTS TO FY 2022
BUDGETS – AND BEYOND
•

HEROES Act and the HEALS Act
o In another response to COVID-19, the House of Representative’s passed the HEROES Act and Senate Republican’s
introduced the HEALS Act.
§ The Senate could not establish enough votes to pass the HEALS Act.
o Negotiations between the White House and Congress have stalled and Mark Meadows, White House Chief of Staff,
indicated that he does not expect a stimulus deal to come soon.
o The National Governors’ Association put out a bi-partisan statement urging all parties to try again.
o In the interim, President Trump has taken executive action to extend and expand existing COVID-19 relief programs.

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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WHAT DO FY21 SPENDING LEGISLATION DELAYS/
COVID ISSUES MEAN TO US?
FY 2021 Funding bills
•

•

Missouri
o Defense
o Non-defense
Leonard Wood community
o Fort Leonard Wood / GLWACH

COVID deficit spending / future budget impacts on DOD
•

•

Missouri
o Infrastructure / economics
o Defense
Leonard Wood community
o Health / medical
o Defense / general

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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PENTAGON ADJUSTMENTS TO THE “NEW NORMAL”
•

Personnel
o Workforce – telework / efficiencies to achieve mission with smaller footprint
§ Air Force Materiel Command task force

•

Vaccine
o The end to any detrimental adjustments to training and various other impacts on the military’s operations will depend on
a vaccination.

•

Modernization
o Pressures on modernization expected to be felt most in “new starts” (with notable exceptions) and R&D.
o Legacy program scale - backs likely.

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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PENTAGON ADJUSTMENTS TO THE “NEW NORMAL” CONT.
•

Infrastructure
o Fiscally challenging trade-offs of deferring maintenance and new builds with sustaining investment ---- “pay me now /
pay me later – but pay me”.

•

Training
o Both the Army and the Air Force have indicated that they expect to meet end strength goals this year.
o Stringent screening protocols were implemented for training programs.
o Nobody has failed to graduate from initial skills training due to the virus.
§ The Air Force has actually reported a slightly higher graduation rate than it was prior to the pandemic.

•

Forecast impacts on Missouri installations / defense industry

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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DOD FORCE STRUCTURE ADJUSTMENT
•

Plans to return troops from Germany
o In late July, the Pentagon announced that 12,000 troops will pull out of Germany
§ Of these, 5,600 will be re-positioned to other European countries. Currently, Poland has been confirmed as one
recipient of these relocated troops.
§ The remaining troops will shift to U.S. bases to be determined. The 2nd Cavalry Regiment, the only brigade-sized
group (with about 4,500 soldiers), will comprise a large amount of troops returning to the US.
o Currently, the Pentagon has stated that this plan will be executed as soon as is feasible

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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DHA MEMO / GLWACH
•

DHA Plans to Reduce Personnel and Degrade Facilities
o On 5 August, a memorandum was provided to the Secretary of Defense by the heads of each service outlining problems
with transitioning MTFs to the DHA.
o This memo indicates an end to the DHA’s original plans to reduce medical personnel and downgrade some facilities.
o

Previously, the DHA had planned to significantly reduce medical personnel at various Medical Treatment Facilities
(MTFs) and degrade some facilities.

o Legislation was introduced on Capitol Hill to delay the reduction of medical personnel until a study was completed.
•

GLWACH Hospital
o One of only three facilities worldwide for which DHA has committed to completion / full funding.

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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CONCLUSIONS / THE WAY AHEAD

•

Relative stability in FY 2021 – with potential stretched out budget approval process.

•

Future years less clear due to Deficits, COVID, political factors

•

Defense Department already developing options for future – reading signals is important

•

Military industry will continue to be a major economic driver in Missouri and to the US economy

•

“Take what is given” – ability to adjust in a dynamic environment serves us well.

www.bakerdonelson.com
© 2014 Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
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MR. DORSEY NEWCOMB
REGIONAL STRATEGY MOVING FORWARD

SOP REGIONAL STRATEGIES GOING FORWARD
• Continue researching, analyzing and implementing best practices from other defense communities and
support organizations; researching workforce development strategies related to veterans, military family
members and employers
• Implement our national marketing program to promote the FLW Region
• Update our Strategic Plan based on regional SWOT analysis
• Follow up on our strategic analysis of future opportunities to attract additional military training and
operational missions, functions and organizations that could be consolidated or realigned to FLW as
well as opportunities to attract other federal agency missions, organizations and functions to FLW that
would be cost effective for the federal government

HOW YOU CAN HELP:
Provide feedback about today’s meeting via post-event survey sent via email
Participate
• Become a Member of SOP or remained involved in SOP
• Attend SOP Quarterly and Annual Meetings
• Participate in economic impact and other special meetings
• Engage our State and Federal Legislators
• Emphasize the importance of FLW’s mission and our Region’s commitment to sustain and grow
the installation
• Share Our Message
• Share the SOP story and how the region is working together
• Help support the SOP effort

•
•

Thank you for attending our 8th Annual Meeting
We appreciate your continued support and partnership as we
remain ‘Resilient and Focused’ to strengthen
Fort Leonard Wood and the Fort Leonard Wood Region

